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Claude Ducker died on 18 September 2022, aged 89. Born in Hamburg, Germany, he was 
educated at Ivanhoe Grammar School and Melbourne High School before entering the Royal 
Military College, Duntroon, where he graduated in 1955. His military service included time 
with 3RAR from 1957 to 1959 during which, in the second half of 1958, Claude commanded 
the tracker team engaged in anti-terrorist operations in the Malay Emergency. He was awarded 
the Military Cross for his actions over a number of patrols in pursuit of Communist terrorists 
with one in particular occurring late afternoon on 20 November 1958. Using his trackers with 
a dog, they located a camp on a remote high mountain ridge in dense jungle. Setting a “stop 
group” of six men downhill Lieutenant Ducker in a small attack group of five crept within yards 
of the enemy camp before instigating the battle with a grenade then charging while firing their 
weapons to force the survivors downhill to be blocked by his stop group. The citation ends, “Lt 
Ducker at all times has shown the highest sense of duty, a tenacity of purpose, a perfection of 
technique and intelligent aggression which has been an inspiring example to all ranks within 
the Third Battalion…”. 
He later served with 4RAR in 1964-1966 during the Borneo Confrontation as a company 
commander, then as battalion second in command. In January 1969 Major Ducker was  posted 
to HQ Australian Force Vietnam in Saigon before in April that year joining 5RAR to become 
OC of C Company.  
Claude’s style of command was refreshingly different from his predecessor’s and it soon led to 
the company being a tightly knit, competent team. He spent considerable time planning, 
whether it be in preparation for an operation or for action in response to contact with the enemy, 
a characteristic reflecting his considerable experience in jungle fighting from earlier postings. 
In reaching his plan to deal with the enemy he never lost sight of the fact that his actions must 
also ensure the welfare of the soldiers under his command. 
The death or wounding of a soldier hurt him as much as it did the rest of the Company. Probably 
the toughest of all these was the significant losses suffered by 7 Platoon on the night of 4 July 
1969 during Operation Esso. As the Platoon was preparing a night ambush, enemy mines were 
activated causing heavy casualties to the platoon, including its Platoon Commander, and 
resulting in the death of three soldiers while severely wounding, some devastatingly, seventeen 
others. The sight of our soldiers, many with wounds that were to haunt them for the rest of their 
lives, was heartbreaking. As soon as he could, Claude travelled to the military hospital to visit 
his wounded diggers, a compassionate but daunting task. 
The platoon had to be rebuilt - a new platoon commander, a new platoon sergeant and many 
rank and file reinforcements - and then this newly-formed platoon had to be trained quickly in 
order for the company to be a viable force once again. Again, Claude’s experience ensured the 
training was quick and effective. 
Claude was “the great inquisitor”. He allowed subordinates to get on with their jobs, but 
frequently sought confirmation of many aspects. His questions, usually probing, but quietly 
delivered, were to reassure himself that, not only were we doing our jobs, but also that our 
actions fitted his operational plan while ensuring the welfare of our diggers.   “Why? When? 
How? Have you …..?”, featured prominently. 
With Claude at the helm, C Company acquitted itself particularly well on operations. It had its 
moments though including a rehearsal for a beach landing during Operation Surfside, using 
Landing Craft Medium on a beach near Vung Tau in full view of the Long Hai Mountains. 
In the words of Claude, “at the rehearsal area, with the water depth unknown, nobody, at 
least in our LCM, seemed very enthusiastic about jumping into the South China Sea. So it 



seemed appropriate that I should test the depth and jumped in, soon followed by Alan 
Miles, my trusty radio operator. There was an anxious wait until Alan, with his heavy load, 
returned to the surface” as those watching had seen just the tip of his radio aerial bobbing 
along above water level. 
During another operation, Claude’s company HQ was involved in a successful ambush late in 
the day but Claude’s reporting of it caused much interest. By the time he sent the obligatory 
contact report it was nearly dark so he couldn’t read the pro-forma clearly. Relying on memory, 
he inadvertently omitted the description of the enemy’s clothing.  A few minutes later a 
message came back from Battalion HQ questioning what the VC was wearing.  Whether 
Claude was feeling a trifle exasperated and hungry for his dinner, we are not sure, but he 
instructed his radio operator, “Tell them the enemy was wearing a kilt”.  
Many years later in the 1980s, by which time Claude had long retired from the Regular Army, 
he was asked with some other CMF officers to search through the unit war diaries at the 
Australian War Memorial and delete the names of all Hoi Chanh (enemy who defected to our 
side). The reason for this was that, by that time the Communist Regime in Vietnam had 
established an embassy in Canberra and it was feared they would locate the names in the War 
Diaries (once they had been de-classified) and might take retribution. While the group was 
working around a large table, a woman researcher suddenly called out in all seriousness, “I 
didn’t know they had men from Scotland fighting with the VC”.  Claude looked at the war 
diary to discover that BHQ had studiously passed his contact report unamended to Task Force 
HQ and they in turn had passed it to higher HQ.  Claude simply said “Yes – it must have been 
so” and so the rumours have continued to this day. 
For his service as OC C Company, Claude was mentioned in dispatches, the citation saying: 
“In eight months of continuous operations Major Ducker has commanded his company with 
distinction. His professional skill and meticulous planning, especially in ambushes and 
attacking enemy camps have resulted in marked success for his company and minimum 
casualties to his troops.  
Through a continuous display of personal courage and example he has demanded and 
obtained the highest standards from his men in the field.  
He has never hesitated to place himself and his company headquarters in the most dangerous 
positions from which he could control actions. His headquarters has been involved in several 
close contacts with the enemy. His personal actions, tenacity and aggressive determination 
reflect great credit on himself and The Royal Australian Regiment.”  
Claude suffered from Parkinson’s Disease for his final 14 years but tackled it with his usual 
courageous resoluteness. Judith once mentioned in an edition of C Company’s Half Circle 
newsletter that when Claude became immobile from the disease, the brakes on his brand new 
wheely walker were faulty so he rang DVA to demand they be fixed … immediately. She said 
that DVA, to their credit, managed to contact a mobility shop who rang on the Friday afternoon 
to say they could send someone out on Monday. That wasn’t good enough for Claude, who 
thundered down the phone, “When I was in Vietnam and told to attack an enemy bunker system, 
I couldn’t say, ‘I can’t do it; it’s Friday afternoon and tomorrow’s Saturday!’”  
That was so Claude. 
Claude maintained contact with his men, by then all civilians, seeking them out as he and Judith 
travelled. The members of Charlie Company very quickly came to realise the respect he held 
for them as a team and as individuals while his concern for their welfare never waned. 
As his illness progressed, he sought a reunion in Canberra in 2016 and with a small team 
including Barry Morgan and Judith, made it a reality. The support for this shown by his diggers 
touched Claude deeply. As did “A Card for Claude” each Christmas organised by our Company 



clerk Don Harrod. Such was the man that Claude endeavoured to contact each person by phone 
to express his appreciation. 
Claude was an infantry commander highly respected by all who served with him, not just for 
his leadership and courage but also for the ongoing care and regard for his troops.  
Farewell, Claude, your Charlie Company “family” has been privileged to have you as its 
“skipper” and a friend. 
Rest in peace. 
The officers and men of C Company 5RAR extend our deepest condolences to Judith and their 
family. 
 

                   

 
 
 

Eulogy compiled by Jack Lake, Bill Titley and David Wilkins. 


